
July 28tb2023 

Yash Kumar 
NIPS �KolKata 

Dear Yash, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internshin with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters 
Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15h November 2023. 
However, this offer is subject to vou being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and 
satisfactory references from your referces. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and bBack oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14"August 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pyt Ltd) 

KOLKATA 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Registered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 

T:033.6633.0000 | Fax: 033.6633.0001 | www.jwkolkata, com 
CIN: U701ogWB2006PTCA6g835 



July 28th,2023 

Sunny Kumar 
NIPS ,KolKata 

Dear Sunny, 

We are plcased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters 
Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. 
However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and 
satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black Oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14thAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along 
with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTI 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Koikata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

KOLKAIA 

Shivangi Sharmà 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 

Reaistered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 T: 033.6633.0000 | Fax. 033.6633 0001| www.jwkolkata. com 
CIN: U,o1ogWB 2006PTC165835 



July 282023 

Somen Ghosh 
NIPS �KolKata 

Dear Somen. 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as opcrators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Koikata, with effect from 14h August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please casry your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14hAugust 2023 with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

KOLKATA 

Shivangí Sharm 
Training and (Quality Manager 

Acknowledgenent and consent on by 

W Marriott Kokata 

9:00 am along 

Registered offce Fabworth Prornoters Private Limited, 4A, J B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata- yoo105 T o3g 6633 0000| Fax. 033.6633 0001|wwW.jMkolkata.(om CIN Uz0109WB 2006PTC165835 



July 28th ,2023 

SK Bilal 
NIPS ,KolKata 

Dear Bilal, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as opcralors of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Ofice Kolkata, with effect fron 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Plcase carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Departmcnt on 14thAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 

KOLKATA 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

sW Marriott Kolkata 
Registered office: Fabworth Pronoters Private Limited, 44, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 T. o33 6633 0000 | Fax: 033.6633.0001| Www.jwkolkata.com CIN: U70109WB2006PTC165835 



July 28th,2023 

Rithik Dutta 
NIPS ,KolKata 

Dear Rithik, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referces. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14hAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

KOLKATA 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowiedgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Registered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-zoo105 T:033.6633.0000 | Fax: 033.6633.0001| Www.jwkolkata.com 

CIN: U701ogWB2006PTCi65835 



July 28h 2023 

Pobitra Haldar 
NIPS ,KolKata 

Dear Pobitra, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14hAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 
Photocopy of proofof permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 

KOLKATA 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Registered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-70010o5 T: 033.6633.0000 | Fax: o33.6633.0001| www.jwkolkata.com CIN: U70109WB2006PTC165835 



July 28th ,2023 

Payal Mondal 
NIPS �KolKata 

Dear Payal, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriot, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters 
Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14h Angust 2023 to 15h November 2023. 
However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and 
satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black 
oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14"August 2023 at 9:00 am along 

with the foliowing documents. 

3 passport-sized photographs 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 

Photocopy of proofof date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 
KOLKALA 

Photocopy of proof of permancnt address. 
Cancelled cheque 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 

Registered office: Fabwortth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-z0o105 

T: 0336633.0000| Fax: 033.6633.0001| www.jwkolkata.com 
CIN: Uj0109WB2006P TC165835 



July 28h,2023 

Hemonta Roy 
NIPS ,KolKata 

Dear Hemonta 

We are pleased to confim your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be NR 2000 per month. Please carTy your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photccopy of coltege id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14"August 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

Photocopy of proofof date of birth. 

Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 3 passport-sized photographs 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proofof permanent address. Cancelled cheque 
We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

KOLKATA 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Registered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-zo0105 T: 033663.0000 | Fax: 033.6633.0001| wwW.jwkolkata.com CIN: U701ogWB2006PTC16g835 



July 28h,2023 

Dziesekhotuo 
NIPS �KolKata 

Dear DziesekhotuO. 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters 
Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. 
However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and 
satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carty your own black trousers, white shirts and black 
oxford shocs. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14MAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along 
with the following documents. 

Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 
3 passport-sized photographs 
Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

KOLR A ?A 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 

kegistered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, ).B S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 
T: 033.6633.o000| Fax o33.6633 0001 | www.jwkolkata com 

CIN Ujo09WB 2006PTC165835 



July 28,2023 

Debarghya Adhikary 
NIPS KolKata 

Dear Debarghya, 

We are pleased to confirn your Internship with JW Marriolt, Kolkata as opcrators of Fabworth Promoters Private 1Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14h August 2023 to 15h November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you bcing declarcd medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trouserS, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14hAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

Photocopy of college id 
Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 
3 passport-sizcd photographs 
Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOL 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma) 
Training and Quality Manager 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Reqistered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 T.o33 6633 0000 | Fax: 033.6633.0001| www.jwkolkata.com CIN: U7o109WB2006PTC165835 



July 28th,2023 

Ahana Dey 
NIPS ,Kolkata 

Dear Ahana, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with cffect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Depart1ment on 14hAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 
3 passport-sized photographs 
Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 

(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

KOLKATA 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 

Registered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-700105 T: o33 6633.0000| Fax: o33.6633 0001| www.jwkolkata.com 
CIN U70109WB 20o6PTC16g835 



July 28h,2023 

Aftaf Sekhani 
NIPS �Kolkata 

Dear Aftaf, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black Oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14"August 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 
3 passport-sized photographs 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

KOLKATA 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 
Reqistered office: Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata-/0o105 T: 033 6633 0000|Fax: 033.6633.0001| www.jwkolkata com CIN: U70109WB20o6PTC165835 



July 28h 2023 

Aditya Mukherjee 
NIPS Kolkata 

Dear Aditya, 

We are pleased to confirm your Internship with JW Marriott, Kolkata as operators of Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, Corporate Office Kolkata, with effect from 14th August 2023 to 15th November 2023. However, this offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a reputed medical practitioner and satisfactory references from your referees. 

Your stipend will be INR 2000 per month. Please carry your own black trousers, white shirts and black Oxford shoes. 

Photocopy of college id 

You are requested to report to the Human Resources Department on 14thAugust 2023 at 9:00 am along with the following documents. 

Bonafide certificate: no objection certificate 
3 passport-sized photographs 

Photocopy of proof of date of birth. 

JW MARRIOTT 

Photocopy of proof of permanent address. 
Cancelled cheque 

We wish you a Great Learning Experience with us! 

for JW Marriott Kolkata 
(A unit of Fabworth Promoters Pvt Ltd) 

Shivangi Sharma 
Training and Quality Manager 

KOLKALA 

Acknowledgement and consent on by 

JW Marriott Kolkata 

Reqistered office Fabworth Promoters Private Limited, 4A, J.B.S Ilaldane Avenue, Kolkata 700105 T o33 6633.0000| Fax o33 6633.0001| www.jwklkata.comn 
CIN Uzo109WB20o6PTC16s835 













NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Internship // NIPS Kolkata - Culinary and Diploma batches

Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in> 16 August 2023 at 14:16
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Ayan,

 

We are pleased to inform you that we have  selected the following students to undergo internship at ITC Sonar & ITC Royal Bengal:

 

1. Supriyo Mondal
2. Subhadeep Samanta
3. Chanchal Bala

 

Understanding the current scenario, ITC Hotels Division has generated protocols for internship, keeping health as a primary focus.

 

Request you to please note the protocols & documentation that we strictly follow for all interns recruited for the two hotels. The pre-joining documents may be shared through email. The students should also carry the
documents with them, on the date of joining.

 

Please note that any failure towards submission of the mandatory documents will result in the immediate termination of the offer.

 

The following are the mandatory documents needed on the date of joining:

 

1.            NOC from college

2.            NOC from parents

3.            Aadhaar Card photocopied - 2 copies

4.            Passport photocopied - 2 copies

5.            Police Verification - Original

6.            Vaccination Certificate photocopied  - 1 copy

7.            Student Declaration

8.            College ID Proof photocopied - 1 copy

9.            MBBS Doctor's Fitness Certificate - Original

10.          Medical Food Handlers Tests - Original

11.          Chest X-ray Plate and Report - Original

12.          Blood Test report for blood group

13.          RTPCR report

 

Forwarding as attachments, the form for the NOC from parents as well as internship guidelines. Request you to please share these with the selected students. They are requested to report on August 21st, at 9.30am, to Staff
Gate no. 6, on the day of joining. 

 

A line of confirmation from your end would be appreciated.

 

 

Responsibly yours,

RITU
JOLLY
HEAD OF LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

ITC ROYAL BENGAL & ITC SONAR
LUXURY COLLECTION HOTELS, KOLKATA
1, JBS HALDANE AVENUE, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL - 700 046
INDIA

T: +91 33 4446 4646
M: +91 90510 26111

www.itchotels.in |www.welcomzestlounge.in
Fb.com/itchotels | Twitter.com/itchotels | Youtube.com/itchotels | Instagram.com/itchotels

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 14 August 2023 11:53
To: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>
Cc: Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; SAIKAT KHAN <Saikat.Khan@itchotels.in>
Subject: Re: CV - Internship // NIPS Kolkata - Culinary and Diploma batches

 

***Received from external e-mail address (non ITC domain). Exercise caution while clicking any attachments or links!!!***

Dear Ms. Ritu,

 

Greetings!

 

You are hereby requested to share the confirmation mail for the students for internship in your esteemed organization. Please note that they need to start their internship within this week positively. You may communicate with
Mr. Ayan for any assistance.

 

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

 

6/4/24, 2:33 PM NIPS Hospitality Group Mail - CV - Internship // NIPS Kolkata - Culinary and Diploma batches

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=2fffe6777e&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f:1774374722253183278&simpl=msg-f:17743747222531… 1/2
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Culinary Regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the
written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

 

 

On Mon, 31 Jul 2023 at 13:03, NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> wrote:

Dear Ms. Ritu,

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

With reference to the conversation you had with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, I am sharing the profiles of our B.Sc. in Culinary Sciences students of NIPS Kolkata campus for 3-months internship (in Food Production
department only) in your esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

In addition to these, the profile of one Diploma batch student - Sourish Naskar, is also being shared. He will be undergoing 6-months internship in all the departments.

You are requested to intimate us the mode and schedule of the interview, so that the same can be conveyed to the students. Please note that they can start their internship 14th August 2023 onwards.

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

Culinary Regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the
written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

https://www.itchotels.com/in/en/responsible-luxury ************************************************************************* **********Please visit us at www.itchotels.com ********** ************************************************************
************* Disclaimer : This Communication is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) and shall not attach any liability on the originator or ITC Ltd./ its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. If you are the addressee, the
contents of this email are intended for your use only and it shall not be forwarded to any third party, without first obtaining written authorisation from the originator or ITC Ltd./its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. It may contain
information which is confidential and legally privileged and the same shall not be used or dealt with by any third party in any manner whatsoever without the specific consent of ITC Ltd./its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. “ If
this Email is received in error, please contact the System Administrator of ITC Limited at webmaster@itc.in by quoting the name of the sender and the Email address to which it has been sent and then delete it. Please note that
ITC Ltd/its subsidiaries /its Group Companies accept no responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan or otherwise check this Email and any attachments. Please be advised that Email communications will not
result in an agreement binding ITC Ltd/its subsidiaries /its Group Companies. Such contracts should be executed separately and only by managers authorized in this behalf.

2 attachments

ITC Hotels Internship- Documentation & Protocols (Confirmation).pdf
467K

NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE AND DECLARATION BY PARENT 2.pdf
297K
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Internship // NIPS Kolkata - Culinary batch
2 messages

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 8 August 2023 at 18:19
To: tm@peerlesshotels.com
Cc: Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in

Dear Aindrila,

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

With reference to the conversation you had with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, I am sharing the profiles of our B.Sc. in Culinary Sciences students of NIPS
Kolkata campus for 3-months internship (in Food Production department only) in your esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

You are requested to intimate us the mode and schedule of the interview, so that the same can be conveyed to the students. Please note that they can
start their internship 14th August 2023 onwards.

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

2 attachments

Sanglap Choudhury.docx
128K

Krishiraj Ganguli.pdf
208K

TM PIK <tm@peerlesshotels.com> 9 August 2023 at 15:22
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "Rigved Guha : Cluster Learning & Development Manager" <rigved.guha@peerlesshotels.com>, "ayan.m90@gmail.com" <ayan.m90@gmail.com>

Dear Chef Gomes,

Based on the profiles sent yesterday, we are pleased to inform you that 2 of your students 1. Krishiraj Ganguly and 2.Sanglap Choudhury, have been selected for
Industrial Training at The Peerless Inn, Kolkata.

The internship period for three months will be scheduled from 16.08.23 to 16.11.2023. Kindly inform them report to L&D  Office at 10 AM on 16th  August 2023.

They must carry the following documents on the day of joining:

1.       General Health report of MBBS Doctor mentioning Blood Pressure, pulse rate etc.

2.       Age Proof certificate

3.       Educational & Professional Certificates

4.       2 copies of Passport size photo.

5.       Aadhar Card; Voter Card & PAN Card photocopy

6.        Institute N.O.C certificate

7.       Residential/Character Certificates from Panchayat/MLA/MP/Councilor/ BDO/SDO/DM.

8.    Cancelled cheque

Students must report in proper grooming and attire (white shirt, black trousers and tie, black shoes, black socks and black belt).
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Below mentioned are the facilities offered by The Peerless Inn, Kolkata during internship tenure:

One weekly off.

On-duty meals (two).

Shared Locker facility.

Stipend: Rs. 3000/- (in hand).

We do not offer any conveyance/ pick-up & drop facilities and accommodation to interns.

 

Warm Regards,

 

 

Regards,

 

Aindrila Roy | Assistant Manager Learning & Development | The Peerless Inn

12, J. L. Nehru Road | Kolkata - 700013

Mobile : 6290820230 | Tel : 033.4400.3900

Visit us at : www.peerlesshotels.com

       

Please consider the environment before printing this E-mail

 

 
 

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 08 August 2023 18:19
To: TM PIK <tm@peerlesshotels.com>
Cc: Josephu�am Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in
Subject: CV - Internship // NIPS Kolkata - Culinary batch
 

Dear Aindrila,

 

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!
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With reference to the conversation you had with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, I am sharing the profiles of our B.Sc. in Culinary Sciences students of NIPS
Kolkata campus for 3-months internship (in Food Production department only) in your esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

You are requested to intimate us the mode and schedule of the interview, so that the same can be conveyed to the students. Please note that they can
start their internship 14th August 2023 onwards.

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly
forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake,
please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Industrial Training

Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com> 1 February 2024 at 12:11
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir,

 

As per the telephonic conversation this is the mailer regarding the 2 candidates i.e.

 

1. Mr. Vishal Vats

2. Mr. Yash Kumar

 

To undergo training at Aurika Coorg. As spoken Mr. Vishal wont be provided NOC and Yash would be provided.

 

Request you to kindly do the needful for further processing.

 

 

Regards,

 

Dipaleena Mohanty

Assistant Human Resources Manager

 

Aurika, Coorg

1st Monnangeri, Galibeedu, Madikeri, Karnataka 571201,India
M +91 80884 18300www.lemontreehotels.com | www.aurikahotels.com | www.keyshotels.com

For further information call +91 9911 701 701

 

~9,700 rooms. 100 hotels. 64 destinations.

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Internship in Culinary department

NOVOTEL Vijayawada HR5 <HA0L1-HR5@accor.com> 6 February 2024 at 15:52
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: PRASAD sivaram - NOVOTEL Vijaywada HR <sivaram.PRASAD@accor.com>, LD MANAGER - NOVOTEL Vijayawada HR4
<MANAGER.LD@accor.com>, NOVOTEL Vijayawada HR2 <HA0L1-HR2@accor.com>, NOVOTEL Vijayawada HR3 <HA0L1-HR3@accor.com>,
Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in" <pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in>, "sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in"
<sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Team,

Gree�ngs from Novotel Vijayawada Varun!

We are pleased to provisionally confirm the Internship (IET) for Two-and-a-Half months in Food
Produc�on of your following Students at Novotel Vijayawada Varun from 12th February 2024.

 

1. Ahana Dey
2. Payal Mondal
3. Rithik Dutta
4. Sunny Kumar
5. Somen Ghosh
6. Supriyo Mondal

Novotel Vijayawada Varun,  Accor hotel group, has 51 hotels , 1- Conven�on Centre in 30 Ci�es in India
under  Raffles, Banyan tree, Fairmont, Sofitel Legend, So Sofitel, Sofitel, One fine stay, Rixos, M gallery,
Swissotel, Angsana, Adagio Premium, 25hrs hotels, Art series, Grand Mercure, Huazhu Hotels, Peppers,
The Sebel, Mantra, Novotel, Mercure, Mama Shelter, Adagio, Break free, Ibis, Ibis styles, Adagio access,
Ibis Budget, Jo&joe, Hotel F1, Thalassa sea & spa.

Novotel Vijayawada Varun is a contemporary first class Midscale hotel ideally located in Bharathi Nagar,
Main Road of the city. Located 15 kms away from Vijayawada Airport, 8 kms from Vijayawada railway
sta�on and 7.7 kms from the Pandit Negru Bus Stop. The hotel offers a comfortable and pleasant
ambience in a modern surrounding, an excellent range of guest facili�es backed by great hospitality.

The hotel offers a selec�on of 233 rooms including Superior: 158, Premier:18, Premiere Studio-14, Suite:
11 Presiden�al Suite: 01, Sgl Bed Apt-18, Dbl Bed Apt-06, Tpl Bed Apt-1. All the rooms have been done
up in contemporary décor, equipped with modern day ameni�es keeping in mind the comfort of the
guests. The hotel’s accommoda�on reflects an authen�c hospitality that blends tradi�on with the best
of modern day living.

We are pleased to inform you that we would be in a posi�on to accommodate Industrial Trainees with a
s�pend of Rs.3000 per month, no accommoda�on and may avail of cafeteria facili�es (i.e. Breakfast
+Lunch +Dinner) at free of cost.

Trainees will be assigned work as per the requirement of the hotel and department.

Desired candidates required to bring their own uniforms as specified below:

1. A Black Jacket
2. White full sleeved blouse or shirt / Black skirt / Black Trousers / Black bow
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3. Black shoes / Black Stockings / Full length Black Socks (No designs)

4. White Chefs coat with cotton buttons and checked chefs trousers for the Kitchen

Also please be informed that the Industrial training would involve in four core departments i.e F&B
Service, F&B Produc�on, House Keeping and Front Office Departments respec�vely.

The Candidates are also required to get a

1. No Objection Certificate from the Principal of Institute
2. Certificate of Fitness with Medical Reports from the Doctor with Physical Fitness

Certificate.
3. Aadhar Card Photocopy
4. College ID Card Xerox with Sign and Stamp.
5. Stamp Size 4 Photos.
6. Covid -19 Vaccination certificate.
7. Bank Passbook Photocopy.

 

Looking forward for your prompt reply

 

Regards,

 

N Harshitha
Talent & Culture Executive

Novotel Vijayawada Varun

D.No : 54-14/8-50,Bharthi Nagar, Vijayawada 520008, Andhra Pradesh– India

T – 0866-6688999 ,Mobile No. - 7799741039

novotel.com/Novotel Vijayawada Varun

 

NOVOTEL.COM/Novotel vijayawada
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This e-mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee(s).
If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use, dissemination or disclosure of
this message, either in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique ainsi que tous les fichiers joints et les informations contenus dans ce message (ci apres "le message"), sont confidentiels et
destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de le renvoyer a son
emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication, totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non expressement autorisees de
ce message, sont interdites.
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Fwd: Confirmation of industrial Training
2 messages

Joseph Uttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in> 31 January 2024 at 14:23
To: NIPS <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message
with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all
computers

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Farhan iqbal <hrc@rdindore.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Jan 2024 at 13:12
Subject: Confirmation of industrial Training
To: <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>,
Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, <pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: <hre@rdindore.com>, <hrm@rdindore.com>, <hrd@rdindore.com>

Dear Sir,

Greetings from Radisson Blu Hotel, Indore!!

We are pleased to offer Industrial Training to your student in F&B Production department for a
period of 3 months respectively commencing on first week of February.

Below are the information regarding this Internship:-

·         Stipend per month Rs. 3500/-

·         Meals: On Duty & Off Duty Meals.

·         Uniforms will not be provided and they will have to carry their own uniforms and
shoes(uniforms washing will be provided by us).

·         NOC from College, ID Proof/Address Proof (Aadhaar Card mandatory), Educational Proof
(10th & 12th) and two Passport size photo.

·         Covid-19 final vaccination certificate.

***Other terms and conditions applicable as per Internship policy.

Student selected for Industrial Training:-

 

1 Debarghya Adhikary

2 Sk Bilal

3 Pobitra Halder
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4 Chanchal Bala

5 Aditya Mukherjee

6 Indal Kumar

7 Dziesekhotua Suokhrie

 

 

Regards,

Farhan Iqbal

Human Resource Associate

T: +91 731 6738871

hrc@rdindore.com

www.radissonblu.com

Radisson Blu Hotel Indore

12 Scheme No 94C, Ring Road, Indore, Madhya Pradesh 452010, India  

 

 

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 2 February 2024 at 13:59
To: hrc@rdindore.com
Cc: hrd@rdindore.com, hrm@rdindore.com, hre@rdindore.com, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in, sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in

Dear Mr. Farhan,

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

Thank you so much for providing the opportunity to our students!

They can start their internship in Food Production department on 8th February 2024. The date of completion of the internship would be 26th April 2024,
as the students need to appear for the University exams 2nd May 2024 onwards.

Hope they would be having a great learning experience under the able guidance of the entire team of Radisson Blu Indore!
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You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

IET Confirmation at Taj Amer Jaipur- NIPS Kolkata
3 messages

Atanu Banerjee <banerjee.atanu@tajhotels.com> 10 January 2024 at 15:16
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: Atanu Banerjee <banerjee.atanu@tajhotels.com>, Shaleena Singh <shaleena.singh@tajhotels.com>, "director@nipsgroup.in" <director@nipsgroup.in>,
"asenpathak@nipsgroup.in" <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, "josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in" <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>,
"pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in" <pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Mr. Gomes,

Greetings from Taj Amer Jaipur!!

                                                                      

This is in reference to the application of Mr. Sajid Ali Laskar, for  Industrial Exposure Training in our organization as part fulfilment of Hotel Management.
We are pleased to inform you that he is selected for Industrial Exposure Training at Taj Amer Jaipur. Please note the following: 

 

·         He will be paid a stipend of Rs. 5000/- per month

·         He will be entitled to duty meals at the associate dining hall and avail laundry facilities for uniform

·         Please inform the student to come ready with uniform i.e. Black Trousers. White long-sleeved shirts. Black shoes & socks, and Chef Uniforms

It’s mandatory to bring a medical certificate of fitness, with blood, urine, and stool test report, 3 passport-size photographs, a Police verification report, a
COVID-19 Vaccination certificate, a canceled cheque from his bank account for Account details, and the NOC from college.

 

Please confirm his date of Joining, and thank you so much for the interest shown in our organization.

 

Warm regards,

Atanu Banerjee

Learning and Development Manager 

Taj Amer Jaipur 

 

M: +91 9799599068
banerjee.atanu@tajhotels.com

 

Taj Amer Jaipur,

54, Chimanpura, Jaipur – Delhi Highway

Amer, Jaipur - 302028

India

 

www.tajhotels.com
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From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2024 14:50
To: Atanu Banerjee <banerjee.atanu@tajhotels.com>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; pratip.nath@nipsgroup.in
Subject: CV - Internship in Food Production department

 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL Open with Caution **

Dear Mr. Banerjee,

 

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

 

With reference to the telephonic conversation you had with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, I am sharing the profile of one of our students of 3-years B.Sc. In
Culinary Sciences batch - Sajid Ali Laskar, for 3-months internship in Food Production department in your esteemed organization. Please find the
attached file.

 

You are hereby requested to send us the confirmation of the internship at the earliest, so that the candidate can be intimated accordingly. The student can
start the internship from 1st February-2024 or even earlier, as per the requirement of your organization.

 

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

 

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message
with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the
material from all computers
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Dear Mr. Banerjee,

Greetings!

Thank you so much for providing the opportunity to our student!

The student can start his 3-months internship in Food Production department on 1st February 2024. Hope he would be having a great learning
experience under the able guidance of the entire team of Taj Amer Jaipur!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 10 January 2024 at 15:37
To: sajidalilaskar12@gmail.com

Dear Sajid,

Greetings of the day!

Congratulations on your selection! The trail mail is for your information and necessary action.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]
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Date: January 22, 2024 

 

 

Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, 

NIPS Hospitality Group, 

 

Dear Ayan, 

 

This is further to the interview process we had with you for Vocational Training; we are pleased to 
inform that your students has been selected for Vivanta Bhubaneswar DN Square – 
 

Name of the Student Training Program Duration Stipend Per Month 

Subhadeep Samanta 
Vocational Training 

(Food Production) 

3 Months 5000 

Harshit Agarwal  
Vocational Training 

(Food Production) 

3 Months 5000 

 
Request you to please note certain points about your training 
 
 

 You would be required to report to Mr. Udayshankar Swain on February 1, 2024, for completion 

of your joining formalities 

 Your Students will be paid a stipend of Rs.5000 per month and this would be based on your 

attendance (The attendance register will be maintained at the Time Office) 

 You will be entitled to meals at the staff cafeteria while on duty, and there will be no cost to the 

same 

 Kindly note that trainee can carry basic phones (without a camera) in the hotel premises during 

their training. 

 Grooming 

- Black trouser set of 3 & 1 pair of black oxford style shoes;  

- Need to carry 2 chef’s Coat 

 As part of the policy at Indian Hotels Company Limited, all trainees need to undergo Mandatory 
pre-joining medical examinations, and the charges are approx. Rs. 1500/- will be borne by the 
student.  
 

 Medical Address:  
QNETIC LAB SCIENCE & RESEARCH / CURE WELL LABORATORY  

                N-165, Flat 2, 1st Floor, LABANYALAY APPARTMENT, Ganga Nagar, Unit-6, BBSR (Near ASPIRE               

HOSPITAL) 



 

 

 

On day one  

 You will have to report for an Induction at the hotel at 1000 Hrs (Induction would be – Property 

Round, Joining formalities and a brief introduction of the hotel) 

 You would also need to bring along the following documents required as part of the Training 

regulations on Day 1 

 

- Copy of this letter 

- CV 

- Government ID (Aadhar Card and Pan Card) 

- NOC 

- College ID 

- Police Verification 

- Covid vaccination Certificate  

- 2 sets of photographs (For a temporary ID card that would be issued for the training 

period)

- Cancelled cheque of their bank account / 1st page of their passbook 

- A fresh notebook  
 

Please note that the facility training provided to you is solely done at your request, risk, and 
consequence. The company will not be liable for compensation, damages, etc. whatsoever in case any 
trainee meets with an accident while undergoing his/her training in the Company. 

If you leave your training between the tenure, you have to give a notice period of 15 days.  

We will closely monitor your performance while on training; we trust you will take your training very 

seriously. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 
 

Udayshankar Swain 
Human Resources Manager 





 

 

November 29, 2023 

 
Dear Ayan, 
NIPS School Of Hotel Management 
 

 
Congratulations on selection of your students for the internship program at Coorg Marriott Resort & Spa 

from January 8, 2024 till May 31, 2024. Training Clearance will take place on June 3, 2024. We expect 
you to understand the following terms and conditions as we welcome you to Coorg Marriott Resort & Spa. 

 

1. Anish Jumar Tiwari 

2. Ayush Pandey 

3. Arpan Malakar 

4. Aditya Kumar Yadav 

 
REPORTING 

You will report at 9.00 am in Human Resources Department on the day of joining. 

In your position as an Intern, you will report directly to the Training Manager and for day- to-day operations 

to the respective department head. 

 
ACCOMMODATION 

Accommodation will be provided by the Resort. 

 

UNIFORM 

You are expected to be in formals wearing a crisp white shirt, formal black trousers, plain black socks, 
black shoes, and a black belt which would NOT be provided by the Resort. This would be your attire 
throughout the training period in the Food & Beverage Service, Housekeeping departments & Front Office. 
Hair needs to be properly cut, short and side burns trimmed till the middle of the earlobe. There should be 
no visible tattoos. They also need to carry their Chef Coats for their training in the Food Production 
department. 

 
STIPEND 

You will be eligible for a monthly stipend of Rs.5000/- (Five thousand only). Statutory deductions as 

applicable. This will be paid to you towards the 7th of the next month. 

 
DUTY MEALS 

You are entitled for duty meals & breaks at Namma Manne (the Resort’s employee dining restaurant). You 

are expected to strictly adhere to the Namma Manne timing. 

 
WEEKLY OFF / ATTENDANCE 

You will be entitled to six days off in a month. Any unauthorized absence may result in the termination of 

the internship. Absence on medical grounds for three or more days would need to be supported by an 

appropriate Medical Fitness Certificate and Doctor’s prescription (which would need to be endorsed by 

the Resort Doctor), without which the intern will not be allowed to re-join his internship. Any intern with 

less than 90% attendance will not be awarded a certificate. 

 
MEDICAL FITNESS 

Please note that your internship in the Resort is subject to you being medically fit at any given point of 

time failing which the internship is liable for termination. 

 
CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS 



 

During your assignment, you may have access to confidential information, financial data, short-term and 

long-term plans, and manuals, systems, clients, partners, investors, and sources of financial support for the 

Company’s lodging projects. You understand that such information and matters are the property of the 

Company. Neither during your assignment nor following your assignment or employment with the Company 

will you disclose such information and matters to any person without the prior written permission of the 

Company. In this case, it will require a written approval submitted to the Training Manager. 

 
SOCIAL MEDIA 

You are responsible for, and are expected to exercise prudence in whatever content you publish in social 

media platforms, such as blogs or social networking pages during and after the termination of your 

employment with the Resort, particularly in respect of references made directly or indirectly to the Resort, 

its officers or employees. The Resort reserves its rights to take such measures as will be necessary to 

protect its interest. 

 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

You are an intern of this Organization and are not permitted to undertake any other assignment, work or 

employment, whether remunerative or otherwise, from any other employer. In addition, you are not 

permitted to be associated, whether remunerative or otherwise, directly or indirectly, with any outside 

agency/ individual, providing services to the Company and / or its customers. If proven, you will be liable 

to strict disciplinary actions including termination of internship. 

 
CERTIFICATION/ TERMINATION CLAUSE 

Your certification will depend on you successfully completing whole Internship tenure. 
The above clause is not application if Internship is terminated due to disciplinary issues. 

 
DOCUMENTATION 

At the time of joining, you would require to submit the documents listed in Annexure I, failing which you will 

not be allowed to commence with your internship. 

 
ACCEPTANCE 

If the foregoing concurs with your understanding of the terms and conditions of internship, please sign, and 

return a copy of this letter as a token of your acceptance. 

 

We look forward to welcoming you at Coorg Marriott Resort & Spa for your internship. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Ayush Saraf 

Training Manager 

 
I have read and fully understood the terms and conditions of the internship at Coorg Marriott Resort & Spa 

 

Accepted   Date    



 

 
 
 

Annexure I 
 

 

The following documents would be required at the time of joining: 

 
1) Two color passport size photographs 

2) Medical Fitness Certificate (from an MBBS Doctor only): Any previous medical history or prevailing 

medical concerns must be clearly stated on this certificate, moreover you need to clear the 

Pathological Tests (includes which is basic health check-up) at the laboratory and submit the 

medical fitness certificate on the date of joining. 

3) Residential Address Proof (permanent residence) (photocopy of Passport or Electricity Bill or 

Ration Card) 

4) Residential Address Proof (temporary residence) (photocopy of lease agreement) 

5) Police Verification from the Local police Station for a criminal background clearance check 

6) Non- Objection Certificate stating “this training is part of the student curriculum and starting and 

ending date”. 

7) Photo copy of the bank passbook or cancelled cheque (account details) for stipend processing. 

8) Photocopy of vaccination certificate 

9) Copy of Confirmation Letter and IT terms and condition signed and acknowledged 

10) 10th and 12th Educational Certificate Photocopy 

11) Aadhar Card & Pan Card Photocopy 

 
All the above documents to be self-attested and carried on the day of commencement of Internship. 
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Sayed, Takdees (GOAGH) <takdees.sayed@hyatt.com> 18 November 2023 at 18:01
To: "placement@nipsgroup.in" <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "Prabhu, Prasad (GOAGH)" <prasad.prabhu1@hyatt.com>, "Pande, Neeraj (GOAGH)" <neeraj.pande@hyatt.com>, "Sardessai, Siddhi (GOAGH)"
<siddhi.sardessai@hyatt.com>, "Chowdhury, Tarun (GOAGH)" <tarun.chowdhury@hyatt.com>, "Afonso, Abel (GOAGH)" <abel.afonso@hyatt.com>,
"lalngambakaka123@gmail.com" <lalngambakaka123@gmail.com>, "soumalyaghosh420@gmail.com" <soumalyaghosh420@gmail.com>,
"sujangupta05@gmail.com" <sujangupta05@gmail.com>, "nirengriz07@gmail.com" <nirengriz07@gmail.com>

Dear Mr. Joseph,

 

Greetings from Grand Hyatt Goa !

           

We are pleased to inform you that below mentioned students have been selected for internship with us from  8th January 2024 till 8th May 2024  in all
the four core operational Departments.  

Please find the attached Terms & Conditions, Grooming Standards and Documents list to be carried on the date of joining.

1.           Mr.       Niren Raj Basnet

2.           Mr.       Sujan Gupta

3.           Mr.       Soumalya Ghosh

4.           Mr.       Lalngamba Oinam

We will share the formal Letter of Appointment with the above student on first day of their Internship. Please carry Police clearance certificate on the
day of joining. Also, requesting the above students to open bank account in Yes Bank for stipend transfer.

Please feel free to get in touch with us for any clarifications.
 

Warm Regards

 

Takdees Sayed

Training Officer

 

Grand Hyatt Goa

P.O. Goa University, Bambolim, Goa 403206, India
+ 91 832 663 1309 TELEPHONE

takdees.sayed@hyatt.com

grandhyattgoa.com

 
 

Preview Grand Hyatt Goa and the destination here: Go Grand
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Think before you print: Please consider the environment before printing this email.

 

2022 Shamana Spa - Most luxurious Spa Treatment by Global Spa Awards

2021 Best City Hotel in India by Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards

2021 Best Family Hotel in India at the India’s Best Awards by Travel + Leisure India and South Asia

2021 Goa’s Leading Hotel Suite by World Travel Awards

2021 Best City Hotel in India by Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards

2020 Chulha - Best Indian by Times Food and Nightlife Awards

2020 Capiz Bar - Best Bar by Times Food and Nightlife awards

2019 Shamana Spa - Best Destination Spa by Travel + Leisure 

 

Follow us on:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

3 attachments

Joining Formalities - INTERNSHIP - Grand Hyatt Goa.pdf
330K

Grooming Standard  - Grand Hyatt Goa.docx.pdf
310K

Terms and Conditions(final)-5000 for Internship at Grand Hyatt Goa (1).pdf
424K

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 1 December 2023 at 17:31
To: "Sayed, Takdees (GOAGH)" <takdees.sayed@hyatt.com>
Cc: "Prabhu, Prasad (GOAGH)" <prasad.prabhu1@hyatt.com>, "Pande, Neeraj (GOAGH)" <neeraj.pande@hyatt.com>, "Sardessai, Siddhi (GOAGH)"
<siddhi.sardessai@hyatt.com>, "Chowdhury, Tarun (GOAGH)" <tarun.chowdhury@hyatt.com>, "Afonso, Abel (GOAGH)" <abel.afonso@hyatt.com>, "NIPS
Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Takdees,

Greetings of the day!

Thank you so much for providing our students the opportunity!

The students will start their 4-months internship on 8th January 2024. Hope they would be having a great learning experience under the able guidance of
the entire team of your esteemed organization!

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers
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[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 18 April 2024 at 15:05
To: "Sayed, Takdees (GOAGH)" <takdees.sayed@hyatt.com>
Cc: "Prabhu, Prasad (GOAGH)" <prasad.prabhu1@hyatt.com>, "Pande, Neeraj (GOAGH)" <neeraj.pande@hyatt.com>, "Sardessai, Siddhi (GOAGH)"
<siddhi.sardessai@hyatt.com>, "Chowdhury, Tarun (GOAGH)" <tarun.chowdhury@hyatt.com>, "Afonso, Abel (GOAGH)" <abel.afonso@hyatt.com>, "NIPS
Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Takdees,

Greetings of the day!

This is to inform you that the second year Degree-batch students of our institute, pursuing their course under MAKAUT, are supposed to appear for
MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made mandatory by the University. The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024
(Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April 2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the
concerned candidates by the relevant authority.

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant the students (undergoing internship in your esteemed organization) appropriate
leave so as to ensure that they are able to appear for the scheduled examinations.

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]
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From: Bhattacharyay, Priya (KOLKA)
Sent: Thursday, December 28, 2023 9:39 AM
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in
Subject: RE: CV - Industrial Training

 

Dear Chef Gomes,

 

Greetings of the day!

 

Pursuant to the interview last week, we are happy to share that below mentioned students have been also been
shortlisted for Industrial Training at Hyatt Regency Kolkata.

 

NIPS Winter Batch' 2023-24

SL NO NAME DOJ

1 Khushi Rai 15th Jan

2 Neha Hajong 15th Jan

3 Rajiv Kumar 15th Jan

4 Rajab Ali 15th Jan

5 Akash Naskar 15th Jan

 

 

During the Internship they will be supported with a stipend of INR 2000 only. The training starts at 15th Jan’2024.

 

The students should carry the following documents as a part of the joining process :-  10:00 am is reporting time.

1. Carry a copy of the CV.
2. They must have 2 pairs of black trouser.
3. NOC from the college.
4. Photocopy of the Permanent Address Proof (Aadhaar Only) & College ID Card, both must be self-attested.
5. Medical Fitness Certificate from doctor.
6. Blood test report stating the blood group of the candidate.
7. 1 passport and 1 stamp size photograph.
8. 01 cancelled bank cheque – where we have the details of the “Account No., IFSC Code, Branch Name”.

please avoid following banks :United Bank /BOI/Oriental Bank Of Commerce/Allahabad Bank /Syndicate
Bank/Dena Bank/ Vijaya Bank

9. They should carry the confirmation certificate of the Vaccine Dose.
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Stay Connected,

 

Priya Bhattacharyay

Learning Manager

HYATT REGENCY KOLKATA

JA-1, Sector-3, Salt Lake City, Kolkata - 700098, India

T: +91 33 2517 1302 M: +91 8420384344  E: Priya.bhattacharyay@hyatt.com

hyattregencykolkata.com

 

 

 

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 5:06 PM
To: Bhattacharyay, Priya (KOLKA) <priya.bhattacharyay@hyatt.com>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in
Subject: CV - Industrial Training

 

Dear Ms. Bhattacharyay, Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group! With reference to our telephonic conversation, I am sharing the profiles of our students for internship in your esteemed organization. Please find the attached files. The duration

Dear Ms. Bhattacharyay,

 

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

 

With reference to our telephonic conversation, I am sharing the profiles of our students for internship in your esteemed organization. Please find the
attached files.

 

The duration of their internship will be four months, with exposure in all the major departments. You are hereby requested to let us know the mode and
schedule of the interview at the earliest, so that the same can be conveyed to the students. The students can start their internship from 8th January 2024.

 

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

Culinary regards
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong
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Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message
with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the
material from all computers

Khusi Rai.pdf
63K
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Letter of Intent !!
1 message

DAS Dip <Dip.DAS@accor.com> 20 April 2024 at 19:16
To: "ansukispotta995@gmail.com" <ansukispotta995@gmail.com>
Cc: PANDEY Soni <Soni.PANDEY@accor.com>, "placement@nipsgroup.in" <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Ansu,

 

Greetings!!!

 

We are glad to inform you that you have been selected for industrial exposer training at ibis Kolkata Rajarhat.

Please find the attached Letter of Intent & kindly share the acceptance on the same.

 

Also, you are requested to get your medical done a day prior at the Below mentioned address:

 

SRL Ltd,8th Floor ,PS Srijan Park

Plot -52,Block DN,Sec-V,Kolkata -700091

03330203444

 

 

Warm regards,

Rupam Chakraborty

Talent & Culture Executive

ibis Kolkata Rajarhat
Action Area 1, New Town, Rajarhat, KOLKATA - 700 156, INDIA
Tel.: +91 (33) 6134 1200; 9330179233; www.ibis.com

 

 

This e-mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee(s).
If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use, dissemination or disclosure of
this message, either in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique ainsi que tous les fichiers joints et les informations contenus dans ce message (ci apres "le message"), sont confidentiels et
destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de le renvoyer a son
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emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication, totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non expressement autorisees de
ce message, sont interdites.

2 attachments

Ansu Kispotta.pdf
365K

pre medical NFHT UPDATED.pdf
641K
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Selection of Interns
5 messages

Rajesh Dutta <rajesh.dutta@itchotels.com> 28 December 2023 at 19:00
To: "placement@nipsgroup.in" <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>, Sujan Chakraborty <Chakraborty.Sujan@itchotels.in>, Sixsigma Itcsonar <SIXSIGMA.ITCSONAR@itchotels.in>, Shubha Kumari <shubha.kumari@itchotels.in>, "director@nipsgroup.in"
<director@nipsgroup.in>, "asenpathak@nipsgroup.in" <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, "josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in" <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Ayan,

 

We are pleased to inform you that we have  selected the following students to undergo internship at ITC Sonar & ITC Royal Bengal:

 

1. Anushka Jaiswal

 

Understanding the current scenario, ITC Hotels Division has generated protocols for internship, keeping health as a primary focus.

 

Request you to please note the protocols & documentation that we strictly follow for all interns recruited for the two hotels. The pre-joining documents may be shared through email. The students should also carry the documents with
them, on the date of joining.

 

Please note that any failure towards submission of the mandatory documents will result in the immediate termination of the offer.

 

The following are the mandatory documents needed on the date of joining:

 

1.            NOC from college

2.            NOC from parents

3.            Aadhaar Card photocopied - 2 copies

4.            Passport photocopied - 2 copies

5.            Police Verification - Original

6.            Vaccination Certificate photocopied  - 1 copy

7.            Student Declaration

8.            College ID Proof photocopied - 1 copy

9.            MBBS Doctor's Fitness Certificate - Original

10.          Medical Food Handlers Tests - Original

11.          Chest X-ray Plate and Report - Original

12.          Blood Test report for blood group

13.          RTPCR report

 

Forwarding as attachments, the form for the NOC from parents as well as internship guidelines. Request you to please share these with the selected students. They are requested to report at 9.30am, to Staff Gate no. 6, on the day
of joining. 

 

A line of confirmation from your end would be appreciated.

 

 

Responsibly yours,
 

RAJESH DUTTA
 

LEARNING	&	DEVELOPMENT	SUPERVISOR

 

ITC COMPLEX - ITC SONAR & ITC ROYAL BENGAL

A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, KOLKATA

1, JBS HALDANE AVENUE, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL - 700 046

INDIA

https://www.itchotels.com/in/en/responsible-luxury ************************************************************************* **********Please visit us at www.itchotels.com ********** ************************************************************
************* Disclaimer : This Communication is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) and shall not attach any liability on the originator or ITC Ltd./ its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. If you are the addressee, the
contents of this email are intended for your use only and it shall not be forwarded to any third party, without first obtaining written authorisation from the originator or ITC Ltd./its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. It may contain
information which is confidential and legally privileged and the same shall not be used or dealt with by any third party in any manner whatsoever without the specific consent of ITC Ltd./its Subsidiaries/its Group Companies. “ If this
Email is received in error, please contact the System Administrator of ITC Limited at webmaster@itc.in by quoting the name of the sender and the Email address to which it has been sent and then delete it. Please note that ITC
Ltd/its subsidiaries /its Group Companies accept no responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan or otherwise check this Email and any attachments. Please be advised that Email communications will not result in an
agreement binding ITC Ltd/its subsidiaries /its Group Companies. Such contracts should be executed separately and only by managers authorized in this behalf.
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2 attachments

NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE AND DECLARATION BY PARENT.pdf
297K

ITC Hotels Internship- Documentation & Protocols.pdf
467K

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 28 December 2023 at 19:20
To: Rajesh Dutta <rajesh.dutta@itchotels.com>
Cc: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>, Sujan Chakraborty <Chakraborty.Sujan@itchotels.in>, Sixsigma Itcsonar <SIXSIGMA.ITCSONAR@itchotels.in>, Shubha Kumari <shubha.kumari@itchotels.in>, "director@nipsgroup.in"
<director@nipsgroup.in>, "asenpathak@nipsgroup.in" <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, "josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in" <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Mr. Dutta,

Season's Greetings!

Thank you so much for providing our student the opportunity!

Anushka Jaiswal will be starting her 4-months Industrial Exposure Training on 8th January 2024. Hope she will be having a great learning experience under the able guidance of the entire team of your esteemed organization!

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message
only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 28 December 2023 at 19:21
To: Anushka Jaiswal <jaiswalanushka386@gmail.com>

Dear Anushka,

Seasons Greetings!

Congratulations on your selection with ITC Hotels Kolkata for 4-months IET. The trail mail is for your information and prompt action.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message
only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments

NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE AND DECLARATION BY PARENT.pdf
297K

ITC Hotels Internship- Documentation & Protocols.pdf
467K

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 18 April 2024 at 14:59
To: Rajesh Dutta <rajesh.dutta@itchotels.com>
Cc: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>, Sujan Chakraborty <Chakraborty.Sujan@itchotels.in>, Sixsigma Itcsonar <SIXSIGMA.ITCSONAR@itchotels.in>, Shubha Kumari <shubha.kumari@itchotels.in>, "director@nipsgroup.in"
<director@nipsgroup.in>, "asenpathak@nipsgroup.in" <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, "josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in" <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in, Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>,
arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in

Dear Mr. Dutta,

Greetings of the day!

This is to inform you that the second year Degree-batch students of our institute, pursuing their course under MAKAUT, are supposed to appear for MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made mandatory by the
University. The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024 (Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April 2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the concerned
candidates by the relevant authority.

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant Anushka Jaiswal appropriate leave so as to ensure that she is able to appear for the scheduled examinations.

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message
only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

Rajesh Dutta <rajesh.dutta@itchotels.com> 18 April 2024 at 15:52
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
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Cc: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>, Sujan Chakraborty <Chakraborty.Sujan@itchotels.in>, Sixsigma Itcsonar <SIXSIGMA.ITCSONAR@itchotels.in>, Shubha Kumari <shubha.kumari@itchotels.in>, "director@nipsgroup.in"
<director@nipsgroup.in>, "asenpathak@nipsgroup.in" <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, "josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in" <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in" <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>, Sunava Aich
<sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, "arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in" <arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Sir,

Duly noted.
Thank you for informing.

Responsibly yours,
 

RAJESH

DUTTA

 

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

 

ITC COMPLEX - ITC SONAR & ITC ROYAL BENGAL

A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL, KOLKATA

1, JBS HALDANE AVENUE, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL - 700 046

INDIA

 

 

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 18 April 2024 15:00
To: Rajesh Dutta <rajesh.dutta@itchotels.com>
Cc: Ritu Jolly <Ritu.Jolly@itchotels.in>; Sujan Chakraborty <Chakraborty.Sujan@itchotels.in>; Sixsigma Itcsonar <SIXSIGMA.ITCSONAR@itchotels.in>; Shubha Kumari <shubha.kumari@itchotels.in>; director@nipsgroup.in;
asenpathak@nipsgroup.in; josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in; Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>; arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in
Subject: Re: Selection of Interns

 

***Received from external e-mail address (non ITC domain). Exercise caution while clicking any attachments or links!!!***

Dear Mr. Dutta,

 

Greetings of the day!

 

This is to inform you that the second year Degree-batch students of our institute, pursuing their course under MAKAUT, are supposed to appear for MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made mandatory by the University.
The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024 (Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April 2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the concerned candidates by
the relevant authority.

 

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant Anushka Jaiswal appropriate leave so as to ensure that she is able to appear for the scheduled examinations.

 

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

 

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written
consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

 

 

On Thu, 28 Dec 2023 at 19:20, NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> wrote:

Dear Mr. Dutta,

 

Season's Greetings!

 

Thank you so much for providing our student the opportunity!

 

Anushka Jaiswal will be starting her 4-months Industrial Exposure Training on 8th January 2024. Hope she will be having a great learning experience under the able guidance of the entire team of your esteemed organization!

 

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

 

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
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Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without the written
consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

 

 

[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

Letter of Intent | Internship | NIPS | Winter Batch 2024
4 messages

NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com> 1 December 2023 at 18:42
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in" <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>, "avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in"
<avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in>, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <H6937-HR4@accor.com>

Dear Ayan,

Greetings from Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences!

It gives me immense pleasure to announce that the below mentioned students have been selected for Winter Internship at
Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences starting from January 08 till May 10, 2024.

Ishika Acharya
Joshua Linus Gomes
Shayank Nayak
Sidhartha Chatterjee
Sovik Sarkar
Tanya Shree Azad

Date of joining will be on January 08, 2024 at 09:00 hours.

Please find the attached offer letter of students & kindly share us offer letter acceptance & NOC of the student before joining.

Terms and conditions for the training are as under:

Stipend of INR 6500/- per month to be paid through bank transfer only
On Duty Meals in Hotel Cafeteria & Uniform Laundry Services
The uniform is Black Trousers & White Shirt, Chef Coat(provided by college) and Black Formal Shoes
You need to arrange for your own accommodation & travel to and from the hotel
During the period of your training you are required to follow all rules and regulations of the company. You will be
responsible for any consequences arising due to your own negligence
Any health conditions not favorable for strenuous physical work need to be communicated to the Learning &
Development Manager before joining or well in advance, as pertinent 

Documents to carry on joining date: 

Medical Fitness Certificate(must include food handler’s tests namely – Blood Group with Rh type, CBC with ESR,
VDRL, Widal Test, Urine Routine, Stool Test, BP with height & weight, Basic Eye Check-up, Fitness Report with
doctor consultation ).
Police verification from local police station in his/her area of Permanent Residence. (Should have the photograph of the
student)
Training Request (NOC – No Objection Certificate) from the College/Institute principal (Should have a photograph of
the student attested by the college)
Govt approved photo IDs(PAN card and Aadhar card are compulsory)Passport, Driving License, Voters ID
4 passport size photographs
Bank account details (Cancelled Cheque)towards processing stipend payments

Thank you and kind regards,

 

Chayan Sinha

Learning & Development Manager

 

Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences

Action Area 1C,  New Town, Rajarhat Kolkata 700156 INDIA
Mobile : +91 (0) 85840 77032 Tel : +91 (33) 4032 3333
www.novotelkolkata.com
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From: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1
Sent: 17 November 2023 19:17
To: 'NIPS Placement' <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: 'NIPS Hospitality Group .Director' <director@nipsgroup.in>; 'Arunima Sen Pathak' <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; 'Josephuttam Gomes'
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; 'chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in' <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>; 'avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in'
<avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in>; NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <H6937-HR4@accor.com>
Subject: Selected Students: Winter Internship at Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences (Accor Hotels) - 2023/24

 

Dear Ayan,

Greetings from Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences!

It gives me immense pleasure to announce that the below mentioned students have been selected for Winter Internship at
Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences starting from January 08 till May 10, 2024.

I will send the Letter of intent later this month, however selected students can start the process for Police Verification to avoid
any delay.

Ishika Acharya
Joshua Linus Gomes
Shayank Nayak
Sidhartha Chatterjee
Sovik Sarkar
Tanya Shree Azad

Should you have any concerns or need further details, please do let me know.

Thank you and kind regards,

 

Chayan Sinha

Learning & Development Manager

 

Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences

Action Area 1C,  New Town, Rajarhat Kolkata 700156 INDIA
Mobile : +91 (0) 85840 77032 Tel : +91 (33) 4032 3333
www.novotelkolkata.com

http://all.accor.com
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From: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1
Sent: 13 November 2023 17:50
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in; NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR3 <H6937-HR3@accor.com>;
NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <H6937-HR4@accor.com>; avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in
Subject: RE: Interview Schedule: Winter Internship at Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences (Accor Hotels) - 2023/24

 

Great! Thanks, Chef.

I have sent the calendar invite accordingly.

Looking forward to connecting with the students on 17th 😊

 

Thank you and kind regards,

 

Chayan Sinha

Learning & Development Manager

 

Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences

Action Area 1C,  New Town, Rajarhat Kolkata 700156 INDIA
Mobile : +91 (0) 85840 77032 Tel : +91 (33) 4032 3333
www.novotelkolkata.com

http://all.accor.com

 

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 11 November 2023 19:36
To: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in; NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR3 <H6937-HR3@accor.com>;
NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <H6937-HR4@accor.com>; avijit.debnath@nipsgroup.in
Subject: Re: Interview Schedule: Winter Internship at Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences (Accor Hotels) - 2023/24
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Dear Chayan,

 

Festive Greetings!

With reference to the trail mail, I hereby confirm your proposed schedule of the interview. The concerned students will be ready for the same at the
stipulated time.

 

Please communicate with Ayan for further assistance.

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message
with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the
material from all computers

 

 

On Sat, 11 Nov 2023 at 17:34, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com> wrote:

Hello Chef Gomes,

 

Happy Diwali!

 

Thank you very much for sharing the student profiles for the Winter Batch of Internship at Novotel Kolkata!

 

I would like to virtually interview all of them (one by one) on Friday, 17th November from 14:30 till 16:00 hours via MS
Teams.

It would be great to have them in the college and set up a PC for the interviews.

Please let me know if you fine with the date & time, I will send the calendar invite accordingly.

 

Thank you and kind regards,

 

Chayan Sinha

Learning & Development Manager

 

Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences

Action Area 1C,  New Town, Rajarhat Kolkata 700156 INDIA
Mobile : +91 (0) 85840 77032 Tel : +91 (33) 4032 3333
www.novotelkolkata.com
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From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 09 November 2023 11:33
To: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com>
Cc: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <H6937-HR4@accor.com>; NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR3 <h6937-
hr3@accor.com>; NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in
Subject: Re: Hello from New L&D Manager & Winter Internship at Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences (Accor Hotels) - 2023/24

 

Dear Chayan,

 

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

 

With reference to the trail mail and subsequently the telephonic conversation we had, I am sharing the profiles of our students for internship in your
esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

 

The duration of their internship will be four months, with exposure in all the major departments. You are hereby requested to let us know the mode and
schedule of the interview at the earliest, so that the candidates can be intimated accordingly. The students can start their internship from the first week
of January-2024 (exact date can be finalized by the hotel).

 

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer:
The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this
message with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and
delete the material from all computers

 

 

On Wed, 18 Oct 2023 at 13:19, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com> wrote:

Dear Faculty,

 

Greetings from Novotel Kolkata Hotel & Residences!
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Introduction:

 

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to you.

My name is Chayan, and I have recently joined Novotel Kolkata as the L&D Manager.

 

With the experience over 14 years, I have worked with hospitality brands including The Park Hotels in India, Atlantis the
Palm and Mercure in Dubai.

I join from my latest assignment at ibis Hotels as Cluster Learning & Development Manager (North India region).

Here is my LinkedIn profile if you are curious to know more on my career journey - http://linkedin.com/in/csinha01

 

I excitedly look forward to continuing our partnership and hoping to connect with you soon 😊

 

Winter Internship:

 

We are looking forward to welcoming the students for the Winter Internship to start off their professional journey with
Accor Hotels.

Please find below the basic facilities that will be provided to the students during their tenure with Novotel Kolkata Hotel
& Residences:

 

·         They will be paid month stipend of 6500/- as per the attendance.

·         6 weekly Off’s

·         Medical benefits (ESIC) will be covered.

·         In-house Laundry facilities will be provided for the uniforms.

·         Duty meal provided at hotel cafeteria.

·         Car drop only for late evening/night.

 Other requirements and requests will be provided as per the process and availability.

 

Kindly identify the students and share with me the CVs, so we can start the screening process at the earliest.

Also, it would be great if you please let me know the usual start date/month of your Winter & Summer Batch of
Internship.

 

Warm & Kind Regards,

 

Chayan Sinha

Learning & Development Manager

 

Novotel Kolkata Hotel and Residences

Action Area 1C,  New Town, Rajarhat Kolkata 700156 INDIA
Mobile : +91 (0) 85840 77032 Tel : +91 (33) 4032 3333
www.novotelkolkata.com

http://all.accor.com
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This e-mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
addressee(s). If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use,
dissemination or disclosure of this message, either in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique ainsi que tous les fichiers joints et les informations contenus dans ce message (ci apres "le message"), sont
confidentiels et destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de
le renvoyer a son emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication, totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non
expressement autorisees de ce message, sont interdites.

This e-mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
addressee(s). If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use, dissemination
or disclosure of this message, either in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique ainsi que tous les fichiers joints et les informations contenus dans ce message (ci apres "le message"), sont confidentiels et
destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de le renvoyer a son
emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication, totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non expressement autorisees
de ce message, sont interdites.

This e-mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee(s).
If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use, dissemination or disclosure of
this message, either in whole or in part is strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique ainsi que tous les fichiers joints et les informations contenus dans ce message (ci apres "le message"), sont confidentiels et
destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de le renvoyer a son
emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication, totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non expressement autorisees de
ce message, sont interdites.

6 attachments

Letter of Intent - Ishika.pdf
84K

Letter of Intent - Joshua.pdf
86K

Letter of Intent - Shayank.pdf
86K

Letter of Intent - Sidhartha.pdf
86K

Letter of Intent - Sovik.pdf
85K

Letter of Intent - Tanya Shree.pdf
85K

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 18 April 2024 at 12:43
To: chayan.sinha@accor.com, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com>
Cc: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <h6937-hr4@accor.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen
Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in"
<chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>, Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in

Dear Chayan,

Greetings of the day!

This is to inform you that the second year students of our institute are supposed to appear for MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made
mandatory by the University. The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024 (Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April
2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the concerned candidates by the relevant authority.

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant the students appropriate leave so as to ensure that they are able to appear for the
scheduled examinations.
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Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 18 April 2024 at 12:44
To: placement@nipsgroup.in

Address not found

Your message wasn't delivered to h6937-hr4@accor.com
because the address couldn't be found or is unable to receive
email.

The response from the remote server was:

550 #5.1.0 Address rejected.

Final-Recipient: rfc822; h6937-hr4@accor.com
Action: failed
Status: 4.4.2
Remote-MTA: dns; mx2.hc910-8.c3s2.iphmx.com. (216.71.136.174, the server for
 the domain accor.com.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 #5.1.0 Address rejected.
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2024 00:14:04 -0700 (PDT)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
To: chayan.sinha@accor.com, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com>
Cc: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <h6937-hr4@accor.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen
Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in"
<chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>, Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in
Bcc: 
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2024 12:43:47 +0530
Subject: Re: Letter of Intent | Internship | NIPS | Winter Batch 2024
----- Message truncated -----

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 18 April 2024 at 12:44
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To: placement@nipsgroup.in

Address not found

Your message wasn't delivered to H6937-HR1@accor.com
because the address couldn't be found or is unable to receive
email.

The response from the remote server was:

550 #5.1.0 Address rejected.

Final-Recipient: rfc822; H6937-HR1@accor.com
Action: failed
Status: 4.4.2
Remote-MTA: dns; mx1.hc910-8.c3s2.iphmx.com. (216.71.159.106, the server for
 the domain accor.com.)
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 #5.1.0 Address rejected.
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2024 00:14:04 -0700 (PDT)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
To: chayan.sinha@accor.com, NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR1 <H6937-HR1@accor.com>
Cc: NOVOTEL Kolkata Hotel And Residences HR4 <h6937-hr4@accor.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen
Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, "chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in"
<chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>, Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in
Bcc: 
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2024 12:43:47 +0530
Subject: Re: Letter of Intent | Internship | NIPS | Winter Batch 2024
----- Message truncated -----
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

confirmation for Industrial Training
5 messages

Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur <hr@raasjodhpur.com> 4 December 2023 at 10:32
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "Mr. Kailash Nagda" <hr@raashotels.com>

Dear Sir/ Ma’am,

 

Greetings from RAAS !!!

 

As per telephonic interview with the students’ names given below , they have been selected for Industrial training and their Date of joining will be 08th

January 2024, we are confirming that these two candidates will do Industrial training from RAAS Jodhpur, Kindly provide us their No objection
certificate , One passport size photo, Covid Vaccination certificate and Aadhar card proof on joining day.

1. Gourav Dasgupta.
2. Krishanu Mandal.

 

 

Regards

 

Surbhi Pathak
Assistant Manager -  Human Resource

RAAS, Jodhpur

Tunwarji Ka Jhalara, Makrana Mohalla

Jodhpur-342001 . Rajasthan, India

 

Tel  +91 - 291 - 2636455

 

raashotels.com

 

Join us on Instagram

___________________________________________________________________________

 Please contact us at centralreservations@raashotels.com  should you have any enquiries.

___________________________________________________________________________

Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this e-mail.
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From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 04 December 2023 10:25
To: Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur <hr@raasjodhpur.com>
Cc: Mr. Kailash Nagda <hr@raashotels.com>; NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in
Subject: Re: CV - Industrial Training

 

Dear Ms. Pathak,

 

Greetings of the day!

 

You are hereby requested to share with us the result of the interview at the earliest. Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any
assistance.

 

Awaiting your prompt response!

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message
with any third party, without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the
material from all computers

 

 

On Fri, 1 Dec 2023 at 18:37, Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur <hr@raasjodhpur.com> wrote:

Dear Sir,

 

We had received the resumes and tomorrow will contact them for the same.

 

 

 

Regards
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Surbhi Pathak
Assistant Manager -  Human Resource

RAAS, Jodhpur

Tunwarji Ka Jhalara, Makrana Mohalla

Jodhpur-342001 . Rajasthan, India

 

Tel  +91 - 291 - 2636455

 

raashotels.com

 

Join us on Instagram

___________________________________________________________________________

 Please contact us at centralreservations@raashotels.com  should you have any enquiries.

___________________________________________________________________________

Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this e-mail.

 

From: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Sent: 01 December 2023 18:08
To: hr@raasjodhpur.com
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>; Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in
Subject: CV - Industrial Training

 

Dear Ms. Surbhi,

 

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

 

I am sharing the profiles of our students for internship in your esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

 

You are hereby requested to let us know the mode and schedule of the interview at the earliest, so that the candidates can be intimated accordingly.
The students can start their internship from 8th January-2024 for a duration of four months, with exposure in all the four major departments.

 

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

 

Hope to receive your continued support!

 

 

Culinary regards,
 

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes

Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in

Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

 

Disclaimer:
The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 4 December 2023 at 10:38
To: "Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur" <hr@raasjodhpur.com>
Cc: "Mr. Kailash Nagda" <hr@raashotels.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Pathak,

Greetings of the day!

Thank you so much for providing our students the opportunity! The two students will start their 4-months internship on 8th January 2024. Hope they
would be having a great learning experience under the able guidance of the entire team of your esteemed organization!

It would be really appreciable if you can mention the benefits (accommodation, stipend amount, etc.) that they will be receiving during the course of their
internship, as the information is required to intimate the candidates and their guardians.

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur <hr@raasjodhpur.com> 8 December 2023 at 13:02
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "Mr. Kailash Nagda" <hr@raashotels.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir/Mam,

 

Greetings from RAAS Hotels !!!

 

We hope our letter finds you well. This is with reference to the placements & training of your candidates at RAAS Hotels (RAAS Jodhpur, RAAS Devigarh
Udaipur, RAAS Chhatrasagar Pali & Raj Mahal Palace Jaipur. 

 

We would like to take this opportunity to place your best candidates in our hotels. We are looking for people having pleasant personality & good
communication skills for profiles in Front office, Housekeeping, F&B Service & F&B Production and other departments. We also have requirement of 3
months vocational trainees & 6 months industrial trainees. We will assure that your students will get the best on the job training, exposure and
professional experience working with us at our hotels. 

 

 1) Industrial Trainees 

(04 to 06 Months Internship Training Programs)

Monthly stipend – INR 3000/- per month.

Accommodation : - Either Accommodation or 50% Service Charges will be provided.

Service Charges/Tips amount- 50% amount of per person allocated as per attendance and policy.

Meals- All meals available at our cafeteria.

 

2) Job Trainees 

(06 Months Training Program)
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Monthly stipend – INR 5000/- pm.

Accommodation will be provided.

Service Charges/Tips amount- Either Accommodation or Service Charges will be provided.

Meals- All meals available at our cafeteria.

 

3) Hotel Operational Trainees

(Candidates who completed Diploma/Degree in Hotel Management)

(12 Months Training Program)

Monthly CTC INR 12931/- (INR 10000/- pm In-hand).

Subsidized accommodation will be provided.

Service Charges/Tips amount- Equal amount of per person allocated as per attendance and policy.

Meals- All meals available at our cafeteria.

 

Looking forward for your positive response soon.

[Quoted text hidden]
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Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur <hr@raasjodhpur.com> 13 December 2023 at 12:22
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "Mr. Kailash Nagda" <hr@raashotels.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir/ Ma’am,

 

Greetings from RAAS !!!

 

As per telephonic interview with the students’ names given below , they have been selected for Industrial training and their Date of joining will be 08th

January 2024, we are confirming that these two candidates will do Industrial training from RAAS Jodhpur, kindly provide us their No objection
certificate , one passport size photo, Covid Vaccination certificate and Aadhar card proof on joining day.

1. Purnima Datta.
2. Titly.

[Quoted text hidden]
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 18 April 2024 at 15:08
To: "Human Resource, RAAS Jodhpur" <hr@raasjodhpur.com>
Cc: "Mr. Kailash Nagda" <hr@raashotels.com>, "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak
<asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in, Sunava Aich
<sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Pathak,

Greetings of the day!

This is to inform you that the second year Degree-batch students of our institute, pursuing their course under MAKAUT, are supposed to appear for
MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made mandatory by the University. The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024
(Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April 2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the
concerned candidates by the relevant authority.

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant the students (undergoing internship in your esteemed organization) appropriate
leave so as to ensure that they are able to appear for the scheduled examinations.

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!
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Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]
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NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Industrial Training

Asst. Manager HR, Rajmahal Palace RAAS Jaipur <hr@therajmahalpalace.in> 17 November 2023 at 16:08
To: placement@nipsgroup.in
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir /NIPS Hospitality Group,

Greetings!

We are pleased to confirm the Industrial training of Student’s Name:-

1.       Titly Das

2.       Ravi Kumar

3.       Subham Bera

w.e.f. 08/01/2024 at The Rajmahal Palace RAAS Jaipur kindly provide us their No objection certificate, Two passport size photo, Bank details,
Covid Vaccination Certificate & Aadhaar Card on joining day.

Note-: Candidate could be transferred to different departments or Hotel (RAAS Group) as per our requirements.

For Your Information

RAAS - The Rajmahal Palace Jaipur (RAJASTHAN)

Our monthly stipend - Rs.3000/-pm & 50% Service Charges will be provided. (For Industrial Trainees)

Meals-  All meals available at our cafeteria.

Uniform- We will provide, You have to carry shoes only (Black oxford).

 Feel free to get in touch with us.

 

Regards

Namrata Sharma

Asst. Manager Human Resource

Rajmahal Palace RAAS Jaipur

Sardar Patel Marg, Jaipur
Rajasthan, 302001, India
 

Tel  +91 - 141 - 4143000  │M +91 7231012600
[Quoted text hidden]

3 attachments

Titly Das.docx
168K

Ravi Kumar.pdf
248K

Subham Bera.docx
89K
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February 15, 2024 

 
 
 

Ms. Joyeeta Singha 
NIPS, Kolkata 
 
 
Dear Ms. Singha 
 

This is further to the interview process we had with you for Industrial Exposure Training 

(Winter Batch), we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected for Taj City Centre 

New Town, Kolkata. 

 

Request you to please note certain points pertaining to their training 

 You would be required to report for joining on February 20, 2024.

 They will be paid stipend of Rs 5000 per month and this would be based on their 

attendance (Attendance register would be maintained at the Time Office)

 They will be entitled to meals at the staff cafeteria while on duty

 Minimum 80% attendance is required in order to qualify for training completion 

certification

 They are required to make their own arrangements for uniform and accommodation



 Grooming

- Ladies to have hair tied up neatly in a bun or a French knot, wear pearl studs 

- Gentlemen need to have a neat haircut just before joining the hotel (crew cut) 

- Gentlemen should be clean shaven at all times 

- Day 1 – They need to be present in college uniform wearing black polished shoes 

with black socks 

 

 Please find below the Uniform Requirement for the departments they would be 

training in



- For F&B Service/ Front Office/ Housekeeping (Black trouser, Black shoes, 

Black bow tie with Black waist coat 

- For Taj Bengal - 2 nos white shirt needs to be picked up from the hotel on the 

day of joining (Rs 425 per shirt needs to be paid for the same) 

- For other hotels – The student needs to procure 3 new white collared 

shirts for use  during the training 

- For Food Production – Please carry own full Chef Uniform  including shoes 

(3 sets of chef coats to be carried) 

 



                                                                      
 

 

 As part of the policy at Indian Hotels Company Limited, all trainees need to undergo 

Mandatory medical examinations and submit a copy of the Fitness certificate issued 

by the institute doctor or their family doctor on the day of their reporting.

 

On day one 

 They will have to report for an Induction at the hotel at 1000 Hrs (Induction would be

– Property Round, Joining formalities and a brief introduction of the hotel) 

 They would also need to bring along the following documents required as part of the 

Training regulations on Day 1

- Copy of this letter 

- CV 

- Government ID 

- College ID 

- Police Verification 

- Fitness Certificate 

- Copy of Medical Insurance (could be with parents or self – If not covered, new 

insurance needs to be applied for the duration of the training) 

- Vaccination Certificates 

- 3 sets of photographs (For a temporary ID card) 

- NOC from college 

- Cancelled cheque of their bank account / 1st page of their passbook 

- A fresh notebook 

Please note that the facility for training provided to your students is solely done at your 

request, risk and consequence. The company will not be liable for compensation, damages 

etc. whatsoever in case any trainee meets with an accident while undergoing his/her 

training in the Company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                      
 

 

We will closely monitor their performance while on training and keep you appraised 

accordingly. We trust your students will take their training very seriously. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
 

Sowmya Sengupta 

Learning & Development Hub – East & North East Region 
 



NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Industrial Training

Debapriya Sutradhar <Debapriya.Sutradhar@thelalit.com> 17 January 2024 at 19:07
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Mr.Gomes,
 

Namaskar,  

 

Based on the interview that we  had with your student , we are pleased to offer
Ms.Sreya Mitra , Mr.Soumalya Ghosh & Ms.Anshu Kispotta the position of
 Industrial Exposure Training   at The LaLiT Great Eastern Hotel Kolkata for
06 months with effect from 18th January 2024.

 

Following are the terms and documents that needs to be followed.                       

 

Ø Stipend of  1000/- to be paid  to the students.

Ø On Duty, Meals in hotel cafeteria & Uniform Laundry services will be
provided

Ø Bank details  need to submit.

Ø 01 Vaccination Certificate photo copy need to submit

Ø 01 Medical Fitness Certificate need to submit

Ø clearance certificate/NOC for the further formalities from college need to
submit

Ø 01 passport size photo need to submit

Ø 01 Adhar card photo copy  need to submit

Ø Need to carry own  black trouser and black Oxford Shoes

Ø Need to arrange for your own accommodation & travel arrangements to
and from the hotel

Ø During the period of training students need to follow all rules and
regulations of the company

Ø Any health related issues need to be pre communicated to the HR/
Learning and Development department well in advance.
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We look forward for the students as per the date of joining for the training at 11AM
[Quoted text hidden]
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THE WESTIN KOLKATA RAJARHAT (UNIT OF SARGA HOTEL PRIVATE LIMITED) 
 

Plot No. CBD/2, Action Area – II, New Town, Rajarhat, Kolkata, Pin – 700156, India | T +91 33 4037 1234 | F +91 33 4037 1235 | Email 
– reservations.kolkata@westin.com 

CIN: U55101WB2004PTC098787 | PAN NO.: AAICS3034R | GSTN- 19AAICS3034R1ZQ 

 

Date: December 28, 2023 
 
NIPS College 
Kolkata 
 
 
Dear Team, 
 
We are pleased to offer the below students the position of ‘Internship’ with The Westin 
Kolkata Rajarhat with effect from 8th January 2024. The last working day would be as per 
the NOC provided by college. This offer is subject to you being declared medically fit by a 
reputed medical practitioner. 
 

• Abdulla Khan  
• Guddu Yadav 
• MD Junaid Ahmad 
• MD Raunak 
• MD Sohail 
• Prayash Pradhan 
• Tridev Dutta 

 
 
During the course of the training, they will be provided with the following: 

• Duty meals in the Associate Cafeteria. 
• Days Off - 4 per month 
• Stipend- They will receive a monthly stipend of Rs. 3000/-  

 
 
 
They are required to make own arrangements for accommodation and transportation.    
 
 
Students need to report to the Human Resources department at 10.00 am on the date of joining, 
along with the following for training commencement:  

• 2 stamp size & 1 passport size photographs  
• Curriculum Vitae 
• Educational Documents (10th , 12th , Graduation) 
• College No objection letter (for fresh graduates)  / Training Certificates or Employment 

certificates of previous company (for students who graduated and had work experience) 
• Government ID Proof (Passport/Adhaar/Pan Card etc.) 
• One cancelled cheque with name for monthly stipend  
• Police clearance certificate 
• Medical Fitness Certificate 
• Dress Code – Black trousers, white shirt, black belt, black shoes, black socks, chef coat 

(for culinary department). 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

THE WESTIN KOLKATA RAJARHAT (UNIT OF SARGA HOTEL PRIVATE LIMITED) 
 

Plot No. CBD/2, Action Area – II, New Town, Rajarhat, Kolkata, Pin – 700156, India | T +91 33 4037 1234 | F +91 33 4037 1235 | Email 
– reservations.kolkata@westin.com 

CIN: U55101WB2004PTC098787 | PAN NO.: AAICS3034R | GSTN- 19AAICS3034R1ZQ 

 

 
 
 
As a token of acceptance, please sign the enclosed duplicate copy of this letter if the 
abovementioned terms are acceptable to you. 
 
Should you require any clarification, Please feel free to contact me. 
 
Welcome aboard! 
 

 
Shripal Bhati 
Assistant Manager Training 
 



NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

CV - Industrial Training
11 messages

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 1 December 2023 at 17:08
To: hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Dipaleena,

Greetings from NIPS Hospitality Group!

With reference to the telephonic conversation you had with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay, I am sharing the profiles of our students for internship in your
esteemed organization. Please find the attached files.

You are hereby requested to let us know the mode and schedule of the interview at the earliest, so that the candidates can be intimated accordingly. The
students can start their internship from 8th January-2024 for a duration of four months, with exposure in all the four major departments.

You may communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) for any assistance.

Looking forward to having a long symbiotic relationship!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

3 attachments

Akansha Singh.docx
111K

Aditya Bais.docx
133K

Archana Roy.docx
270K

Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com> 2 December 2023 at 19:09
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir,

Greetings from Aurika Coorg Luxury by lemon tree hotels!

Based on our discussions over the past few days, we would delight to offer 3 candidates as per the mailer shared for IT @ Aurika
Coorg Luxury by Lemon tree Hotels, for 04 Months (08th January 2024 – 08th May 2024) training will be in all operational
department.

During this we will provide all time meals and sharing accommodation by us. 

We will provide stipend INR 3,500/-.

Please revert with your acceptance to this LOI by sending us a signed copy of the same within three (03) days of the date of issuance
of this letter, failing which this offer shall stand cancelled.

The below Documents are required for Intern.

1. PAN & Aadhar Card.
2. 06 Passport Size Photos.
3. Bank Account Details (Cancelled Cheque).
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4. Medical report.
5. Police Verification.
6. Education Certificates.

This offer is valid subsequent to your clearing the pre-employment medical examination.

 

Regards,

 

Dipaleena Mohanty

Assistant Human Resources Manager

 

Aurika, Coorg

1st Monnangeri, Galibeedu, Madikeri, Karnataka 571201,India
M +91 80884 18300www.lemontreehotels.com | www.aurikahotels.com | www.keyshotels.com

For further information call +91 9911 701 701

 

 

~9,400 rooms. 95 hotels. 61 destinations.

[Quoted text hidden]
COVID 19 UPDATE:

In view of the ongoing COVID-19 situation, we have re-defined our processes and house rules to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all our guests and
team members, which are available at  www.lemontreehotels.com/2019ncovc.aspx

REST ASSURED INITIATIVE:

Rest Assured is a Lemon Tree Hotels' initiative, in partnership with Diversey, showcasing our commitment to creating an environment focused on health,
hygiene, safety and wellbeing across all our properties. For further details, please visit  www.lemontreehotels.com/rest-assured.aspx

DISCLAIMER:

This email (including any attachment(s) hereto) is intended solely for the addressee(s) and may be legally privileged and/or confidential and/or may
constitute Unpublished Price Sensitive Information (UPSI). Any unauthorized review, retransmission, dissemination or disclosure is prohibited and/or may
be unlawful. If received in error please delete it and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies of it and contact the sender. Lemon Tree
Hotels is not liable for the improper transmission of this communication or for any damages sustained as a result of this communication. Further this email
is subject to terms at: www.lemontreehotels.com/privacy-policy.aspx#emaildisclaimer

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 4 December 2023 at 10:17
Bcc: ADITYA BAIS <adityabais89@gmail.com>, Akansha Singh <akanshasingh7090@gmail.com>, Archana Roy <manturoy039@gmail.com>

Dear Student,

Greetings of the day!

Congratulations on your IET selection with Aurika Coorg!

The trail mail is for your reference and prompt action.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong
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Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 4 December 2023 at 10:19
To: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Mohanty,

Greetings of the day!

Thank you so much for providing our students the opportunity!

The three students will start their 4-months internship on 8th January 2024. Hope they would be having a great learning experience under the able
guidance of the entire team of your esteemed organization!

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

Culinary regards
Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

Akansha Singh <akanshasingh7090@gmail.com> 6 December 2023 at 08:30
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>

abhaykms@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com> 19 December 2023 at 11:59
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir,

Greetings from Aurika Coorg Luxury by lemon tree hotels!

Based on our discussions over the past few days, we would delight to offer 1 candidate (Ms. Amrita Shaw) as per the mailer shared
for IT @ Aurika Coorg Luxury by Lemon tree Hotels, for 04 Months (08th January 2024 – 08th May 2024) training will be in all
operational department.

During this we will provide all time meals and sharing accommodation by us. 

We will provide stipend INR 3,500/-.

Please revert with your acceptance to this LOI by sending us a signed copy of the same within three (03) days of the date of issuance
of this letter, failing which this offer shall stand cancelled.

The below Documents are required for Intern.

1. PAN & Aadhar Card.
2. 06 Passport Size Photos.
3. Bank Account Details (Cancelled Cheque).
4. Medical report.
5. Police Verification.
6. Education Certificates.

This offer is valid subsequent to your clearing the pre-employment medical examination.
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From: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Sent: 02 December 2023 19:09
To: 'NIPS Placement' <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: 'NIPS Hospitality Group .Director' <director@nipsgroup.in>; 'Arunima Sen Pathak' <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>; 'Josephuttam Gomes'
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>; 'chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in' <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>
Subject: RE: CV - Industrial Training

 

Dear Sir,

[Quoted text hidden]

Dear Ms. Dipaleena,

[Quoted text hidden]

DISCLAIMER:

Lemon Tree Hotels never asks for sensitive data, such as card CVV, OTP or PIN details on a call. Additionally, we do not seek UPI payments outside the
official platforms, including on personal mobile numbers. All payments will be requested through authorised hotel NEFT details and/or the payment link in
the reservation letter. In case of any query, please confirm authenticity through our official channels, by calling Central Reservations at +91 9911701701.

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 19 December 2023 at 12:49
To: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Mohanty,

Greetings of the day!

Thank you so much for providing our student the opportunity! The student will start her internship as per the schedule mentioned. Hope she will have a
great learning experience under your supervision!

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 22 December 2023 at 13:24
To: Amrita Shaw <Shawamrita24@gmail.com>
Cc: Josephuttam Gomes <josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>

Dear Amrita,

Greetings of the day!

Congratulations on your selection with Aurika Coorg. The trail mail is for your information.

I wish you all the very best for your internship. Hope you will have a great learning experience over there!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong
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Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Dec 2023 at 11:59
Subject: RE: CV - Industrial Training
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 4 January 2024 at 11:17
To: Archana Roy <manturoy039@gmail.com>

Dear Archana,

Greetings of the day!

Congratulations on your IET selection with Aurika Coorg!

The trail mail is for your reference and prompt action.

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Date: Sat, 2 Dec 2023 at 19:09
Subject: RE: CV - Industrial Training
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: NIPS Hospitality Group .Director <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, <chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in>

[Quoted text hidden]

Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com> 1 February 2024 at 12:11
To: NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in

Dear Sir,

 

As per the telephonic conversation this is the mailer regarding the 2 candidates i.e.

 

1. Mr. Vishal Vats

2. Mr. Yash Kumar

 

To undergo training at Aurika Coorg. As spoken Mr. Vishal wont be provided NOC and Yash would be provided.

 

Request you to kindly do the needful for further processing.
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Regards,

 

Dipaleena Mohanty

Assistant Human Resources Manager

 

Aurika, Coorg

1st Monnangeri, Galibeedu, Madikeri, Karnataka 571201,India
M +91 80884 18300www.lemontreehotels.com | www.aurikahotels.com | www.keyshotels.com

For further information call +91 9911 701 701

 

~9,700 rooms. 100 hotels. 64 destinations.

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

NIPS Placement <placement@nipsgroup.in> 18 April 2024 at 14:48
To: Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com>
Cc: "NIPS Hospitality Group .Director" <director@nipsgroup.in>, Arunima Sen Pathak <asenpathak@nipsgroup.in>, Josephuttam Gomes
<josephuttam.gomes@nipsgroup.in>, chinmoy.sardar@nipsgroup.in, Sunava Aich <sunava.aich@nipsgroup.in>, arun.acharya@nipsgroup.in

Dear Ms. Mohanty,

Greetings of the day!

This is to inform you that the second year Degree-batch students of our institute, pursuing their course under MAKAUT, are supposed to appear for
MOOCS (NPTEL) examinations which have been made mandatory by the University. The first examination has been scheduled on 21st April 2024
(Sunday) followed by the second examination on 28th April 2024 (Sunday), and the Hall Tickets (Admit Cards) have already been mailed to the
concerned candidates by the relevant authority.

Under the above-mentioned circumstances, you are requested to grant the students (undergoing internship in your esteemed organization) appropriate
leave so as to ensure that they are able to appear for the scheduled examinations.

Please communicate with Mr. Ayan Mukhopadhyay (Contact No. - 9831760744) or Mr. Sunava Aich (Contact No. - 9836571358) for any assistance.

Hope to receive your continued support!

Culinary regards,

Chef Joseph Uttam Gomes
Group Deputy Director | NIPS Hospitality Group
www.nipsgroup.in
Kolkata | Ranchi | Bhubaneswar | Shillong

Disclaimer: The
content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in the message only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party,
without the written consent of the sender. If you received this message by mistake, please reply to this message and delete the material from all computers

On Sat, 2 Dec 2023 at 19:09, Dipaleena Mohanty <hrm.acg@lemontreehotels.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
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